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ABSTRACT 

When submitting clinical study data (SDTM and ADaM data sets) in electronic format to the FDA, it is preferable to 
submit data definition tables (define.xml) and a reviewer guide (define.pdf). It is desirable to ensure the consistency 
between data sets and define files, and achieve technical accuracy and operational efficiency. This paper introduces 
a SAS® macro approach to automate consistency-checking of controlled terminology and value level metadata 
between ADaM data sets and define.xml. It avoids the waste of time and resources for verification of the consistency 
and/or resolution of inconsistency at a later stage. It also details how to develop ADaM Metadata (programming 
specification) for automation purposes, illustrates five scenarios of mismatches from consistency checking, and 
provides corresponding resolutions to these mismatches. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is important to ensure that the define files are consistent with the datasets described within it for FDA submissions. 
The lack of consistency in many submissions has been documented [1]. We propose automatic consistency checking 
for controlled terminology between ADaM datasets and programming specifications as a solution to this regulatory 
concern. 

The ADaM programming specifications are the unique source to manage metadata and are used to automatically 
generate define files. The ADaM datasets controlled terminology is described in the programming specifications. The 
controlled terminology in ADaM datasets is composed of value level metadata originating from source SDTM 
datasets for ADaM Basic Data Structure (BDS) Datasets, sponsor-defined terminology for the pair of corresponding 
variables from each dataset, controlled terminology inherited from SDTM domains, and therapeutic-specific 
terminology defined by FDA. The consistency of controlled terminology between ADaM datasets and the 
programming specifications ensures consistency between ADaM datasets and define files.  

Based on the classification of controlled terminology in ADaM datasets, the guideline how to write ADaM 
programming specification for the controlled terminology in “Controlled Terms or Formats” column is introduced to 
make the automation of the consistency checking feasible. The specification for the controlled terminology provides 
the clear message to the programmers and FDA reviewers for the controlled terms, in addition to controlled 
terminology. A macro %read_specs is called to retrieve and store the information, including the controlled 
terminology information, from each programming specification for a variety of automation purposes in a SAS dataset 
(metadata), and a macro %ctlist_checking is called to compare the controlled terminology from the programming 
specification with the ones from ADaM datasets. It provides the summary reports about the mismatches if anything is 
detected.  Five scenarios of mismatches are illustrated and their corresponding resolutions are provided in the paper 
to the readers as a reference.  

Since the automation of consistency checking is conducted from the beginning of ADaM programming to the end for 
FDA submission, the high quality of the submissions can be achieved in a cost-effective and efficient way.  

 

Display 1 shows the process flow. 
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Display 1. Overview of Process Flow  

AN INTRODUCTION OF CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY IN ADAM DATASETS 

Controlled terminology represents a discrete set of values for a given variable. These sets of values for ADaM 
datasets may be value level metadata originated from source SDTM datasets to ADaM Basic Data Structure (BDS) 
Datasets, sponsor-defined terminology for a code-decode variable pair, controlled terminology inherited from SDTM 
domains, and therapeutic-specific terminology defined by FDA. 

LIST OF FOUR KINDS OF CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY 

1. Value-Level Metadata for the ADaM Basic Data Structure (BDS) Datasets 

Analysis parameter value-level metadata is required for all ADaM BDS datasets, which describes an analysis value 
within a given analysis parameter or a set of analysis parameters. The value list is originated from the SDTM Findings 
domain. The code list for the analysis parameters, PARCAT1 and PARAMCD, can help to determine the unique 
analysis parameter values in a dataset, and serve as an analysis parameter index and identifiers. Detailed 
information can be added when the analysis parameters are assigned to specific values. 
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Examples of value-level metadata from the value level metadata section of our define.xml are shown in Display 2 and 
Display 3. Display 2 shows PARCAT1 in ADLB dataset. All possible values of the variable PARCAT1 in ADLB are 
listed in the Value Column, equal to the Label Column. Display 3 shows PARAMCD in ADVS. PARAMCD contains 
the short name of the analysis parameter in PARAM with 1:1 mapping between them.  All possible values of 
PARAMCD and PARAM in ADVS can be found in the Value Column and the Label Column, respectively.  

 

Display 2. An Example of Value-Level Metadata for PARCAT1  

 

 
Display 3. An Example of Value-Level Metadata for PARAMCD 

2. Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology for Decoding Purpose 

Generally, ADaM datasets have code-decode variable pairs, e.g., AETOXGRN and AETOXGR, where the former 
variable stores code values and the latter stores decoded values. Controlled terminology for the code-decode 
variable pairs will be defined by the sponsor with 1:1 mapping. Code variables in code-decode variable pairs are used 
as a sorting key for Tables, Figures, and Listings (TFLs) reporting purpose. The examples of the sponsor-defined 
controlled terminology are shown below from the Controlled Terminology Section of our define.xml. The code values 
are usually numeric or codes, which are used to decide the order of the decoded values shown in TFLs. Controlled 
term AETOXGRN in Display 4 defines 1:1 mapping of variables AETOXGR and AETOXGRN for reporting AE 
severity in the TFLs. AVISITN in Display 5 defines 1:1 mapping of variables AVISIT and AVISITN for reporting 
analysis visit windows in the ADaM BDS datasets. 

 

 
Display 4. An Example of Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology for AETOXGRN 
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Display 5. An Example of Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology for AVISITN 

3. Controlled Terminology Inherited from SDTM Domains 

If the controlled terminology of a variable in an ADaM dataset is inherited from an SDTM domain and is not used in 
TFLs SAS programs, there is no need to create a corresponding code variable for it. It could be a CDISC/NCI code 
list, a sponsor defined code list in cases where standard vocabularies had not yet been defined, or an external code 
list. 

3.1. CDISC Codelist or Sponsor Defined Codelist Inherited from SDTM Domains 

Display 6 shows an example of CDISC code list inherited from an SDTM Domain and Display 7 shows an example of 
sponsor-defined code list inherited from an SDTM Domain. The Code Values represent the values in the datasets, 
and they are usually identical to the Code Text in define.xml. 

 

Display 6. An Example of CDISC Code List Inherited From an SDTM Domain for VSSTAT  

 

 

Display 7. An Example of Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology Inherited From an SDTM Domain for 
LBSPEC 

3.2. External Code List - MedDRA and WHODD 

The sponsor is expected to provide a subsection for external code list references in define.xml, like dictionary name 
and version, to be used to map the terms. Display 8 shows an example of the external published source, MedDRA 
and WHO dictionaries in define.xml. 
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Display 8. An Example of External Code List Inherited From SDTM Domains  

4. FDA defined therapeutic-specific Controlled Terminology  

FDA defines therapeutic-specific controlled terminology to standardize the terms in a specific therapeutic area and 
further to facilitate the collaboration with the whole therapeutic area. These controlled terminologies are unique for 
ADaM datasets.  

Display 9 shows an example of the controlled terminology given by FDA for Antiviral Information Management 
System (AIMS) datasets. It is for Non Responder Category of the study drug for Hepatitis C. Display 10 shows an 
example of the controlled terminology given by FDA for Drug Labeling. It is for the outcome category of the study 
drug for Hepatitis C. The Code Values are equal to the Code Text. 

 

 

Display 9. An Example of FDA-Defined Therapeutic-Specific Controlled Terminology for NONRECAT 

 

 

Display 10. An Example of FDA-Defined Therapeutic-Specific Controlled Terminology for OUTCOME 

AN INTRODUCTION OF WORD® PROGRAMMING SPECIFICATION FOR ADAM  

An individual programming specification for ADaM in MS Word® format facilitates programmers and statisticians to 
review and communicate derivation rules among them, as well as to track the changes. Display 11 shows the 
snapshot of an ADaM programming specification. The specification for each domain is composed of three parts: 
domain information table, variable information table, and an optional appendix or notes for a complex algorithm or 
derivation rules. Useful information in the first two parts will be used for ADaM automation purposes. 
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Display 11. Individual Programming Specifications in Word® Format  

 

In the domain information table, description of the domain will serve as the label of the ADaM dataset; in the variable 
information table, the variable name, label, type, and the length will define the variable attributes of the ADaM 
dataset. ‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ Column as the name implies specifies controlled terminologies for necessary 
variables and defines formats for date/time variables which will also be presented in define.xml. 

The contents of the Word programming specification are converted into a SAS dataset named ADXX_VARS for 
automation process of our ADaM programming, as shown in Display 12. 

 
Display 12. Individual Programming Specification Converted to a SAS Dataset  

HOW TO WRITE SPECIFICATION FOR CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY IN ADAM PROGRAMING 
SPECIFICATION 

The ‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ Column specifies formats for date/time variables and the controlled terminologies. 
Formats must be ended with a trailing period ‘.’, and the format of YYMMDD10. is for all the date variables, TIME5. is 
for all the time variables, and DATETIME20. is for all the date/time variables. The controlled terminology can be 
written by the following rules to help the SAS macro to automatically identify and retrieve the controlled terminologies 
defined in the specification. 

1. Controlled Terminology for Value-Level Metadata for the ADaM Basic Data Structure (BDS) Datasets 

The variable name (PARCAT1 and PARAMCD) is used as value list name in value level metadata for ADaM Basic 
Data Structure (BDS) Datasets. Hence writing “PARCAT1” or “PARAMCD” in the specification for the ‘Controlled 
Terms or Formats’ Column is optional as the SAS macro can handle the omission.  
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1.1 Value-Level Metadata for PARCAT1 

Write “PARCAT1:” at the beginning, followed by the individual controlled terms (i.e., values) preceded by an ordering 
number ‘(#)’.  As mentioned above inclusion of “PARCAT1” is optional . An example below shows how to fill in 
‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ Column for PARCAT1 in specification for ADLB. 

 
Display 13. Illustration of PARCAT1 Controlled Terms in an ADaM Specification 

1.2 Value-Level Metadata for PARAMCD 

Write “PARAMCD:” at the beginning, use ‘=’ to link the Value and Label from Value List of ADXX.PARAMCD. 
Inclusion of “PARAMCD” is optional. An example below shows how to fill in ‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ Column for 
PARAMCD and PARAM for ADVS in Display 3. 

 

Display 14. Illustration of PARAMCD Controlled Terms in an ADaM Specification 

2. Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology 

If the controlled terminology is defined for a pair of corresponding variables, fill in the column ‘Controlled Terms or 
Formats’ for the code variable only, leave it blank for the decoded variable, write “code list name (decoded 
variable):” at the beginning, followed by code value, ‘=’ to link code value and code text, and code text preceded by 
an ordering number ‘(#)’. An example below shows how to fill in ‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ column for paired 
variables AETOXGR and AETOXGRN in Display 4.  The code list name often uses the code variable name. 

 

Display 15. Illustration of Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology in an ADaM Specification Example 1 
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Display 16. Illustration of Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology in an ADaM Specification Example 2 

3. Controlled Terminology Inherited from SDTM Domains 

3.1. CDISC Codelist or Sponsor Defined Codelist Inherited from SDTM Domains 

For a variable with controlled terminology inherited from SDTM Domains, provide the code list name with colon sign 
(:), followed by the individual controlled terms (i.e., code value) which is preceded by a number ‘(#)’. If no code list 
name is provided, then use the variable name for code list name. 
The examples how to fill in ‘Controlled Terms or Formats’ Column for LBSPEC and VSSTAT are shown as follows: 

 
Display 17. Illustration of Sponsor-Defined Codelist Inherited from CDISC SDTM Domain 

 

 
Display 18. Illustration of Controlled Terminology Inherited from CDISC SDTM Domain 

3.2. External Code List - MedDRA and WHODD  

Only the code list name is required for external code list, and the name of the external code list is case sensitive. The 
examples below are MedDRA and WHODD for external code list. 

 

Display 19. Illustration of External Codelist in an ADaM Specification 

4. FDA Defined Therapeutic-Specific Controlled Terminology  

For FDA defined therapeutic-specific controlled terminology, provide the code list name with colon sign (:), followed 
by the individual controlled terms (i.e., code value) which is preceded by a number ‘(#)’.  If no code list name is 
provided, then use the variable name for code list name. The examples below are for the controlled terminology: 
NONRECAT and OUTCOME. 
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Display 20. Illustration of FDA Defined Therapeutic-Specifc Controlled Terminology 

A MACRO TO RETRIEVE CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY INFORMATION FROM THE 
ADAM PROGRAMMING SPECIFICATION 

A macro %read_spec is developed to read the individual ADaM programming specification in CSV format, 
automatically retrieves domain information and variable information based on the standard structure of the given 
specification, and performs ADaM compliance checking with CDISC requirements and FDA submission 
requirements. The macro also retrieves and stores the controlled terminology information into a SAS variable level 
dataset, as shown in Display 12, which can be used for consistency checking purposes. A SAS dataset, named as 
ALL_VARS, will also be generated cumulatively each time when individual ADaM specification programs were run. 

The macro call of %read_spec is as follows. 

%macro read_specs(indir=,specsnm=,outdir=,newdtnm=,runorder=); 
Where 

INDIR:  Full Path for ADaM programming specification.  
SPECSNM: Name of ADaM programming specification.  
OUTDIR: Full Path for output SAS dataset which contains the attributes of ADaM variables.  
NEWDTNM: A valid SAS dataset name for SAS dataset containing current specs information. 
RUNORDER: A valid numeral, defining the order for a specific domain to run (in the final run).  

 
For a code-decode variable pair, since decoded variables will share the same sponsor-defined controlled terminology 
with code variables, the macro %read_spec will retrieve the decoded variable name as well as the code list name 
from “Controlled Terms or Formats” Column. The snapshot of the code is shown below: 

data __temp; 
   set specs; 
   if index(term,'(') then do;      
      pairedv = strip(scan(term,2,'()')); 
      term = strip(scan(term,1,'()')); 
   end; 
run; 

A MACRO FOR AUTOMATIC CONSISTENCY CHECKING OF CONTROLLED 
TERMINOLOGY AND VALUE LEVEL METADATA BETWEEN ADAM DATASETS AND 
PROGRAMMING SPECIFICATION 

A validation tool to check the proper use of Controlled Terminology and/or Value level metadata is developed to 
ensure the submission quality. It can be performed at any stage of the programming cycle in order to facilitate 
finalizing ADaM programming specifications earlier. 

Macro %ctlist_checking compares the controlled terminology and the value level metadata defined in the ADaM 
Programming Specifications with ones in the ADaM datasets, detects any mismatches, and generates inconsistency 
report in RTF format if any exists.  

The following is the macro call of a SAS macro for consistency checking of controlled terminology and value level 
metadata. 
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%macro ctlist_checking(specdir = ,      /* a folder for programming specs.  */ 
                       datadir = ,      /* a folder for ADaM datasets       */ 
                       domain  = _ALL_  /* name of ADaM domain for checking */ 
                      ); 

Where, 

SPECDIR: Full Path for ADaM Programming Specifications. 
DATADIR: Full Path for ADaM datasets.  
DOMAIN:   An ADaM domain, If assigned _ALL_, all ADaM domains will be checked. 

Consistency checking for controlled terminology can be performed during the development of individual ADaM 
dataset by assigning an ADaM dataset name to the macro variable &DOMAIN. If the macro variable &DOMAIN is not 
assigned a value, all ADaM domains will be checked for consistency of the controlled terminology and value level 
metadata, which is often but not necessarily done in the final run. 

The programming flow chart is shown in Display 21. 

ALL VARS

Given Domain(s)  

Display 21. Programming Flow Chart for Macro %ctlist_checking 
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1. The comparison of controlled terminology will ONLY be performed for the variables with ‘Controlled Terms or 
Formats’ Column filled in. Therefore, the macro reads a SAS dataset, ALL_VARS, which is cumulatively generated to 
incorporate all the variable information from all existed domains, and selects the target domain and target variables 
for consistency checking. 

data ctinfo_specs valueinfo_specs; 
     set speclib.all_vars; 
     where term ne '' and substr(reverse(strip(term)),1,1) ne '.' and term not in 
           ('MedDRA','WHODD') %if %upcase(&domain.) ne _ALL_ %then and  
           domain=upcase("&domain.");; 
     if variable in ('PARAMCD','PARCAT1') then output valueinfo_specs;  
     else output ctinfo_specs;  
run; 

2. Each controlled terms or value lists from ADaM specifications will be retrieved as a separate record.  

3. Retrieve the code lists from the ADaM datasets ONLY if they are defined in the programming specifications. The 
following code retrieves the ADaM datasets and variables for which the controlled terminology is defined. 

*** get the codelists from dataset ***; 
proc contents data=datalib.&domain. noprint out=data_allvars;run; 
data data_allvars;  
     length domain variable $8. label $40.; 
     set data_allvars(rename=(label=var_label)); 
     domain=strip(memname); variable=strip(name); label=strip(var_label); 
run; 
proc sort data=data_allvars; by domain variable; run; 
proc sort data = ctinfo_specs out = specs_ctvars(keep=domain variable) nodupkey; 
     by domain variable; 
run; 
/* Retrieve controlled terminology from ADaM datasets */ 
data data_ctvars; 
     merge data_allvars(in=a) specs_ctvars(in=b); by domain variable; if a and b; 
run; 
 

4. Retrieve the value lists from the ADaM datasets for PARCAT1 and PARAMCD, respectively.  

The following code retrieves the ADaM datasets and variables which contain the value level metadata for PARCAT1 
and PARAMCD. 

*** For value level list: PARAMCD ***; 
proc sort data= data_allvars(where=(variable in      
('PARCAT1','PARAMCD')))out=value_dsnames;  
     by domain;  
run; 

 
5. Compare the code lists from the ADaM datasets with ones from the programming specifications, detect the 
mismatches, and output non-consistency reports for both controlled terminology and the value level metadata.  

Display 22 and Display 23 shows two intermediate SAS datasets for Value Level Metadata PARAMCD from ADaM 
specifications and datasets, respectively, for ADVS dataset. 

  

Display 22. Value Level Metadata PARAMCD from ADVS Specification 
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Display 23. Value Level Metadata PARAMCD from ADVS Dataset 

Displays 24 - 27 show a typical report of non-consistency between AdaM datasets and specifications. Decision will be 
made to update either the programming specifications or the ADaM derivation program to handle these mismatches, 
which will be explained in the next section. 

 

 

Display 24. Non-Consistency Report of Value List Metadata for PARCAT1 Between ADaM Datasets and 
Specifications 

Display 25. Non-Consistency Report of Value List Metadata for PARAMCD Between ADaM Datasets and 
Specifications  

 
Display 26. Non-Consistency Report of Sponsor Defined Controlled Terminology Between ADaM Datasets 
and Specifications 
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Display 27. Non-Consistency Report of CDISC or FDA defined Controlled Terminology Between ADaM 
Datasets and Specifications 

6. Report any character variables without defining controlled terminology or value level metadata for manual review to 
identify the omissions of specification for controlled terminology or value level metadata in programming 
specifications. Variables USUBJID, SUBJID, SITEID, and the variables end with DTC should be excluded in the 
report. Core variables in ADaM datasets other than ADSL should be excluded, too, for their attributes and controlled 
terminology have been checked in ADSL. The programmers should review the report and check these variables to 
make sure whether they should have the Controlled Terms or Format Column filled or not. Once these are identified 
in the reviewing, the corresponding controlled terminology should be written in specifications.  

Display 28 shows a typical report for character variables without specification for controlled terminology in 
specifications. Controlled terminology for CMROUTE, ARMCD and ARM, and DSREAN and DSREAS should be 
added in the “Controlled Terms or Formats” Column in the programming specifications. 

 

Display 28. Report of Character Variables without Controlled Terminology in ADaM Specifications 

DECISION MAKING ON THE MISMATCHES BETWEEN ADAM SPECS AND DATASETS 

There are 5 scenarios of mismatches between ADaM datasets and specifications.  

1. The Controlled Terms or Value Lists are not in the Datasets but in the Specifications. 

Usually, all values in the permissible value set for the study should be included, whether they are represented in the 
submitted data or not. Therefore, those code lists correctly defined in the programming specifications but not shown 
in the ADaM datasets are acceptable, and no further action is needed for them. The examples can be found in 
Display 27 for ADAE.AEACNTP and Display 26 for ADSL.OUTCOMEN. 

2. The Controlled Terms or Value Lists are in the Datasets but not in the Specifications.  

The specification does not list all the possible values for the controlled terms or value lists. This kind of mismatches is 
not acceptable, and adding the missing controlled terms or value lists in the specifications is the solution. An example 
is shown in Display 24 for ADLB.PARCAT1.  
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3. The Code Value for Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology or the Value for Value Level Metadata 
PARAMCD are Differently Defined in the Datasets from that in the Specifications. 

This kind of mismatches is not acceptable, and the revision should be done in either the specifications or the datasets 
to make them consistent. An example can be found in Display 25 for RESPIRATORY RATE from ADVS.PARAMCD. 
PARAMCD uses “RESP” in the dataset vs. “RESPR” in the specifications. To change “RESPR” in the specifications 
to “RESP” resolves the mismatch.  

4. The Decoded Value for Sponsor-Defined Controlled Terminology or the Value Label for Value Level 
Metadata PARAMCD are Differently Defined in the Datasets from that in the Specifications. 

This kind of mismatches is not acceptable, and the revision should be done in either the specifications or the datasets 
to make them consistent. An example can be found in Display 26 for code value 3 from ADAE.AEOUTN. The ADaM 
program ADAE.SAS need to be updated to revise the decoded value ‘ RECOVERED/RESOLVED WITH SEQUELAE’ 
to ‘RECOVERED/ RESOLVED WITH SEQUELAE’  

5. Typo Occurrence either in ADaM Specifications or in ADaM Derivation Programs 

Correct the typos. An example can be shown in Display 27 for controlled terms DRUG INTERRUPTED from 
ADAE.AEACNTP. The typo “INTERUPTED“ in specification should be corrected to “INTERRUPTED”. 

A summary of these 5 scenarios is shown in Table 1. 

# Scenario  Condition Action Taken 

1 Controlled Terms or Value Lists are not in the 
Datasets but in the Specifications 

Code lists are correctly defined in 
specifications 

No Action Needed 

2 Controlled Terms or Value Lists are in the 
Datasets but not in the Specifications 

Specification does not list all the possible 
values for the controlled terms or value lists 

Add Missing 
Controlled Terms or 
Value Lists to 
Specifications 

Code Value or Value in datasets is not 
consistent with Standard Controlled Terms 

Revise ADaM 
Datasets 

3 Code Value for Sponsor-Defined Controlled 
Terminology or Value for Value Level 
Metadata PARAMCD are Differently Defined in 
the Datasets from that in the Specifications 

Code Value or Value in specifications is not 
consistent with Standard Controlled Terms 

Revise ADaM 
Specifications 

Decode Value or Value Label in datasets is not 
consistent with Standard Controlled Terms 

Revise ADaM 
Datasets 

4 Decoded Value for Sponsor-Defined 
Controlled Terminology or Value Label for 
Value Level Metadata PARAMCD are 
Differently Defined in the Datasets from that in 
the Specifications 

Decode Value or Value Label in specifications 
is not consistent with Standard Controlled 
Terms 

Revise ADaM 
Specifications 

5 Typo Occurs Either in ADaM Specifications or 
in ADaM Derivation Programs 

 Correct the typo 

Table 1. Summary of 5 Scenarios of Mismatches between ADaM Datasets and Specifications  

CONCLUSION 

In summary, this paper classifies controlled terminology in ADaM datasets into four categories, and introduces how to 
write ADaM programming specifications for controlled terminology and a SAS macro for automatic consistency 
checking of them between ADaM datasets and programming specification, and further between ADaM datasets and 
define.xml. It also provides innovative solutions for mismatches the macro detects. 

This macro-based comprehensive approach can ensure consistency between ADaM datasets and define.xml for final 
FDA submission. Since it can be used at any stage of the programming cycle, the high quality of the submissions can 
be achieved in a cost-effective and efficient way. We hope this approach can assist you in handling ADaM controlled 
terminology and value level metadata in order to enhance the submission quality. 
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